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a b s t r a c t

This study proposes a numerical model to investigate the behavior of steel beam-to-column connections
in fires. Two strategies have been employed to transfer thermal results from a fire simulation to structural
analysis. A full scale fire test was performed on a steel beam-to-column connection following the ISO 834
standard fire curve; it was simulated to verify the proposed methods. The wall temperatures obtained by
FDSwere used as an interface for fire exposure on the surface of the structure. The numerical results are in
agreement with the experimental data. In addition, the size effect of the furnace and a sensitivity analysis
on insulation materials had been studied. Two reduced beam sections were analyzed and compared with
the simulation results of an unreduced beam section. Both sections were able to withstand the severity
of the blaze with the runway phenomenon occurred after a similar period of time for each beam.

© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

There has been considerable interest in the effects of fire on
building structures over the few several years, motivated to some
degree by the attack on, and subsequent collapse of, the World
Trade Center (WTC) towers [1]. The collapse of the WTC towers
showed that a greater understanding of how structures behave in
fires is necessary.

Various methodologies and tools have been developed to
study the interaction between fires and structural elements.
Ghojel [2] proposed a simple heat transfer model to simulate real
fires, based on the emission and absorption of radiation heat.
It assumed that the structural elements in a compartment had
no temperature gradient across or along the elements. Kuldeep
et al. [3] presented a simple radiative transportmodel and assumed
the compartment was locally divided into a hot upper layer and
cool lower layer. A gap radiation model proposed by Ali et al. [4]
assumed that the exposed portions of the structure were totally
enveloped by hot gases during an ASTM E119 standard fire. Two
dimensional structural finite element analysis was performed
using the ABAQUS software. Wickstrom et al. [5] used adiabatic
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surface temperatures (AST) to present two new interfaces for the
analysis of structures during fires. The concept of AST provided
an efficient means of transferring thermal results from a fire
simulation to a thermal/structural analysis. Duthinh et al. [6]
showed that the computational methods could be enhanced to
realistically study the effects of fires on buildings by using two
new interfaces in fire-thermal-structural analysis. Recently, Kodur
et al. [7] offered a macroscopic finite element to predict the fire
response of reinforced concretemembers, in the entire range: from
the pre-fire stage to the collapse stage. At present, it is not easy
to use the microscopic finite element based model to conduct
a fire-thermal-structural analysis. The difference in spatial and
temporal length scales, variation in numerical techniques, and the
complicated nature of the related computer programs, all mean
that analysis of structures during fires is very challenging.

At elevated temperatures the strength and stiffness of steel
weakens, and the ability of the connections to withstand force
during a fire directly affects the redistributed forces from the
beams to other structuralmembers. Iu et al. [8] presented amethod
for predicting the effect of heating and cooling on a multi-story
frame in a real fire scenario and the temperature distribution
in the frame was considered in both pre- and post-fire stages.
Silva and Coelho [9] presented a model to evaluate the ductility
of loaded steel connections. Al-Jabri et al. [10–14] carried out
a series of studies of end plate steel connections at elevated
temperatures. The results of the Cardington full-scale eight story
steel building fire tests in the UK [15] have also shown how the
connections help the structural system to survive extreme fires
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(a) Schematic configuration of test facility. (b) The furnace thermocouples, burners and beam-to-column sub-frame.

Fig. 1. The test setup.
Fig. 2. Heat release rate for each burner in the furnace.

without progressively collapsing. Obviously, preventing beam-to-
column connections from failing is important for steel structures
subjected to fire.

This paper developed a methodology that could be used
to assess the boundary conditions between the fire simulation
and structural elements. Due to the complexity of realistic
fire scenarios, this paper first focused on a standard furnace
experiment with fuel and ventilation control systems, instead
of a compartmental fire. The time–temperature curve of ISO
834 was adopted for the test. Wall temperatures obtained from
FDS [16] were used as amedium for fire exposure on the structural
elements. Data transfer between the computational fluid dynamics
fire model (FDS) and the finite element thermal and structural
model (ABAQUS) was established. This was useful for determining
the temperatures on the exposed surfaces of the structural
elements, for further finite element analysis. In addition, the size
effect of the furnace and sensitivity analysis on insulationmaterials
had been studied. Two cases with reduced beam sections had been
analyzed to find the ability of fire resistance under the standard
fire. These illustrations show how the proposed methodology can
enhance the capability of computationalmethods used to study the
effects of various steel members/connections in standard fires.

2. Transferring the boundary conditions of the fire–structure

FDS is a fire simulation that can be used to predict gaseous
phase temperatures and solid phase temperatures at boundary
conditions. Wall temperatures at boundaries can be calculated
using the version 5 of NIST FDS. The results of the fire model can
be used as input variables for detailed heat transfer calculations
within a solid structure, by finite element (ABAQUS) analysis.

As defined by FDS, a one dimensional heat transfer calculation
is performed at each solid boundary cell. Let Ts,i indicate the
temperature at the center of the i-th cell, and thewall temperature
is defined as Eq. (1).

Tw ≡ Ts,1/2 =

Ts,0 + Ts,1


/2. (1)

In order to transfer the solid surface boundary temperatures
(Tw) from the FDS analysis to the FE analysis, it is necessary to
create the corresponding nodes in both models. In the FEM grid
system, the numbering of elements and nodes is required, but FDS
does not have a node numbering function. This study therefore
used ABAQUS to create and number the nodes used by FDS. The
boundaries refer to the surfaces of the model, and the coordinates
of all nodes at the boundaries are attached to the parameter wall
temperature in the command of DEVC in FDS. The DEVC can be
used to record some aspects of the simulated environment, such
as thermocouples. The inner nodes of the model do not need to
be assigned in the FDS simulation, because a one dimensional
heat transfer calculation is performed at each solid boundary cell.
The temperature profile is modeled for transient heat analysis in
ABAQUS to determine the temperatures in each section of the
model.

Two strategies were used to establish fire–structure interfaces.
First, wall temperatures were obtained directly from the results
of the FDS simulation and used as the boundary conditions for
thermal analysis of the solid structure. This was done by assigning
the temperatures from FDS to the boundary of the exposed surface
of the solid structural members based on the same location and
heated directionality. Second, transient thermal analysis in the
FE model was performed by transferring the time-dependent
temperature profiles, which had been derived from the FDS,
predicted wall temperatures on the boundaries, to ABAQUS. A
Matlab subroutine created by the authors was used as a tool for
transferring the FDS wall temperatures to ABAQUS input.

3. Summary of experimental program [17]

This study adopted one of the experimental results, which
were conducted by the Architecture and Building Research
Institute (ABRI) in Taiwan, to verify the numerical solutions. The
experimental procedures are summarized in this section. More
details of this experiment can be found in [17].
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(a) K-type thermocouples.

(b) Displacement transducers.

Fig. 3. Measurement instrumentation.
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A full scale test of steel beam-to-column connections, under the
ISO834 standard fire curve,was adopted. The test facility, as shown
in Fig. 1(a), was a multi-functional fire resistance test furnace
that was capable of running fire resistance experiments for beam,
column, and composite beam-to-column elements. Thirty burners
were located on both sides of the walls and a pre-mixed gaseous
systemwas used as the heat source, with propane as fuel. Gaseous
temperatures weremeasured using twenty one horizontal furnace
thermocouples (Fig. 1(b)) and all of the thermocouples were 100±

50 mm from the exposed face of the test specimen. The heat
release rate per unit area of each burner is presented in Fig. 2. Fifty
six K-type thermocouples, which can resist high temperatures of
up to 1260 °C, were attached to the specimen for measurement
of temperature, as shown in Fig. 3(a). The air flow caused two
vents in the furnace to open, thereby maintaining the airflow rate
at a constant velocity of 3 m/s during the test. The initial air
temperature was measured at 28 °C.

The sections of the column and beamwere 600×600×25mm
and 488 × 300 × 11 × 18 mm, respectively. The box column
of the specimen was set in the center of the column furnace
with its two ends connected to the bottom 2000 ton actuator
and the top portal frame through ball-bearing plates. Ball-bearing
plates at either end of the box column were utilized to generate
hinge boundary conditions. The H-beam of the specimen stuck out
into the beam furnace and was laterally braced by a moveable
steel frame, and this anti-torsion frame was surrounded with fire
resistant insulation to insure that it could offer enough strength
to prevent lateral torsion buckling. Before the fire test, the box
columnwas loaded with a constant 500 ton compressive load, and
the cantilevered H-beam was then point-loaded 1.7 m away from
the face of the column flange with a downward constant load of
36.8 tons. The amount of loading could reach 60% of the plastic
moment at the connection.

As shown in Fig. 3(b), eight displacement transducers divided
into two groups, DB- and DC-groups, were employed to observe
the structural deformation of the combined specimen in the fire
test. The DB-group displacement transducers (DB1–DB4) were
utilized to measure the vertical deformations of the H-beam. The
DB4 displacement transducer was placed at the same location
where the beam load was applied. The DC-group displacement
transducers (DC1–DC4) were distributed from the top to the
bottom of the column. The DC2 and DC3 transducers were used
to measure the deformations contributed by the rotation of the
beam-to-column connection and panel zone deformation. All of
the displacement transducers were firmly mounted outside the
furnace, and contacted the measurement points of the specimen
with extended ceramic rods inside the furnace. The expansion of
the ceramic rods at elevated temperatures was calibrated prior to
testing.

On calculating the relative rotation of beam–column joint, if
the rigid body motion is neglected, the beam deflection is mainly
caused by three components, the shear deformation at the panel
zone, flexural deformation of the column and beam. Because the
column of the test specimen was stocky, the flexural deformation
of the column has been ignored. The method presented by AI-Jabri
et al. [13] was adopted to define the relative degree of rotation
between the beam and column. The rotation of the beam and
column were defined as φb = tan−1(DB3/1030) and φc =

tan−1((DC2 − DC3)/470), respectively. The relative rotation of the
connection was thus equal to φb − φc .

4. Numerical modeling

A virtual furnace was proposed to create the flow under fire
curve ISO 834 to model the beam-to-column connection in the
fire. In the FDS analysis, one mesh was used in the simulation
Fig. 4. The location of the furnace thermocouples (the circle point) in the
simulation of FDS.

Fig. 5. The stress–strain curves at different temperatures.

Table 1
The friction coefficient of bolts at elevated temperatures.

Temperature (°C) Friction coefficient

28 0.33
200 0.27
400 0.25
600 0.35
800 0.83

and consisted of 216000 (or 90 × 48 × 50) computational cells.
The model, including the anti-torsion frame, was created using
the OBST group, as was the furnace. The name list group OBST
contained parameters used to define obstructions. Each OBST
line contains the coordinates of a rectangular solid within the
flow domain. The solid is defined by two points (x1, y1, z1) and
(x2, y2, z2) that are entered on the OBST line in terms of the
sextuplet XB = x1, x2, y1, y2, z1, z2. The major concern in FDS
is that the model elements be located at the same coordinates
which were created by ABAQUS. The VENT group was used to
model two outlets adjacent to external walls of the furnace. The
vents were chosen in a similar manner to the obstructions, with
the sextuplet XB denoting a plane abutting a solid surface. Two of
the six coordinates had to be the same; denoting a plane as opposed
to a solid.

In order to compare themeasured temperature of gaseous with
the predicted data, 21 thermocoupleswere input into the FDS data.
The locations of the thermocouples are illustrated in Fig. 4. The
horizontal and vertical spaces of the thermocoupleswere 1.4mand
1.2 m.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the measured and predicted gas temperatures in the furnace.
The walls of the furnace were made of fire-resistant fiber
blocks with a thickness of 0.3 m and the following material
properties: a specific heat of 1.05 kJ/kg K, the thermal conductivity
of 0.12 W/m K and density of 500 kg/m3. For the steel model,
the thermal conductivity and specific heat were both temperature
dependent, and determined from Eurocode 3 [18]. The density
of the steel was considered independent of the temperature and
taken to be ρs = 7850 kg/m3.

A total of 8617 nodes were attached to the surface of the model
to measure the boundary temperatures. The FDS simulation wall
temperature results were input into an ABAQUS file. An eight-
node linear heat transfer brick (DC3D8) was used to simulate the
entire model for transient heat analysis, and the consequent file
produced by the transient heat analysis was adapted for the non-
linear structural analysis.

For the non-linear structural analysis, a three-dimensional FEM
was created using the ABAQUS software. Sarraja et al. [19] used
a complex model which accounted for material and geometric
Fig. 7. Predicted (solid lines) and measured (symbols) average temperatures (°C)
on TC1-5 as a function of time (min).
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Fig. 8. Predicted (solid lines) and measured (symbols) average temperatures (°C)
on TB1-5 as a function of time (min).

Fig. 9. Predicted (solid lines) and measured (symbols) average temperatures (°C)
on TB6-9 as a function of time (min).

non-linearity, large deformation and contact behavior of steel fin
plate connections. This study achieved a close agreement between
the analyses and experimental results. It is clear that FEM was a
Fig. 11. Temperature results (°C) from thermal model at t = 26 min.

reliable technique when used to predict the behavior of joints at
elevated temperatures with an acceptable degree of accuracy.

In this paper, the entire beam-to-column connection was
modeled using eight-node continuum hexahedral brick elements
(C3D8I) including the column, beam, bolts and plates. Thematerial
properties of stress–strain relationship for steel depend on the
results of coupon test as shown in Fig. 5. Strain hardening has been
taken into consideration in the simulation. At the connection, the
beamwas tied along its edge to simulate its having beenwelded to
the column intersection.

In order to accurately capture the stress behavior in the region
around the bolt holes where failures would most likely begin, an
intensive mesh was made within the vicinity of the bolt holes.
The bolt holes were modeled as 3 mm larger than the bolt shank
Fig. 10. FDS representation of the gas temperatures profile in the furnace.
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Fig. 12. The failure mode of the experiment and simulation result in fire.
Fig. 13. The predicted deformations of the beam-to-column connection and bolts.
diameter. Each bolt was restrained only at the reference point
which was located at the center of the bolt head, preventing
horizontal movement, and then for the next analysis step all
bolts were freed of any restraints, as contact had already been
established. To transfer the load fully, surface-to-surface contact
and small-slidingwere used for all contacting surfaceswhich allow
large rotations of the surfaces, as long as the surfaces do not
move significantly relative to each other. The contact areas in the
beamweb connection were comprised of bolt shank-to-bolt holes,
bolt head-to-plate, nut-to-plate and plate-to-beam web surface.
The master surfaces included the bolt shank, bolt head, and nut
(as the bolt was of stiffer material), and all the other contact
surfaces were considered slaves. During the analysis, the bolts
were preloaded using the command ‘bolt load’ in ABAQUS. Friction
between the contact surfaces at the connection was modeled
using the classical Coulomb model. The friction coefficient was
temperature dependent and taken as 0.33 at ambient temperature
in Table 1. The friction coefficient decreased gradually with raised
temperature in 400 °C.When the temperaturewas over 400 °C, the
surface of steel member became soft and rougher. Nearby the steel
plates also had an enormous lateral force to tie the plates to extrude
inward. Between the steel plates there was a linking phenomenon
occurrence and then the friction coefficient increased with the
higher temperature.

It is difficult to simulate the contact interaction between parts
by using ABAQUS/Standard, and special procedures are needed
to determine contact between the connecting parts. Specifically,
while nodes on the master surface can penetrate slave surface
segments; the reverse is not true. Therefore, the mesh should be
fine enough for the node of each element on the master surface
to face a corresponding node on the slave surface. In addition, the
load should be applied slowly until contact is established. At the
same time, any singularity problems at the boundary that may
arise should be avoided to achieve accurate modeling.

5. Validation of the numerical model

Throughout this discussion, results from the FDS predictions
were compared with gaseous and solid phase temperatures
directly measured in the experiment. The simulation was run for
the equivalent of 26min real time. Each simulation required 40 h to
compute. The temperature distribution of on the exposed surfaces
of the beam-to-column connection from the analysis of FDS was
transferred to the boundary conditions of the transient heat and
structural analysis.
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Fig. 14. Comparison of the FE simulation, EC3 code and test data of the time-
deflection curves.
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Fig. 15. Comparison of the FE simulation, EC3 code and test data of the
time–rotation curves.

5.1. The gaseous-phase simulation

Results from the FDS predictions were compared with the
measured temperatures. The heat release rate in Fig. 2 shows a
very rapid increase during the first 13 min, and then there was a
stable heat release rate modeled until the end of the simulation.
These trends in the heat release ratewere reflected in the predicted
gaseous temperature distributions at various locations throughout
the simulation. The predictions are depicted in Fig. 6(a)–(f). It can
be seen in Fig. 6(a), in 15 min, the predicted gaseous temperatures
of AN1, AN2 and AN3 have been overestimated when compared
to the measured data. The predicted gaseous temperatures of
AN5–AN8 were close to the measured data. As we can see in
Fig. 6(c), in 10 min, the predicted gaseous temperatures were
underestimated when compared to the measured data, but the
final result were good. The numerical predictions of AN13–AN15
tend to be lower than the measured temperatures, as shown in
Fig. 6(d). So does of AN21 in Fig. 6(e). The predicted average
gaseous temperature was found to correspond to the measured
average temperature throughout the duration of the experiment.
The predicted average gaseous temperature increase in the first
6 min was very rapid. A strong correlation between the measured
and predicted temperature was achieved from 6 to 22 min in
Fig. 6. In addition, the predicted average temperatures were close
to those measured at 26 min, (approximately 800 °C).

5.2. The solid-phase simulation

The temperature distribution on the column surface showed
that TC4had thehottest temperature,matching themeasureddata,
and the predicted temperatures were lower than the measured
ones during the first 10 min, as shown in Fig. 7. The numerical
Fig. 16. Comparison of predicted and measured temperatures of the specimen
exposed to ISO 834 fire.

predictions at location TB1–TB5 tended to be lower than the
measured temperatures during the first 10 min, as shown in
Fig. 8. At around 20 min, the simulation results matched the
measured data very well. In Fig. 9, the measured temperatures
at TB9 were higher than at other locations, which may imply
that the K -thermocouples at TB9 were out of order. It should be
noted that the anti-torsion frame caused additional turbulence,
which may have affected the gaseous temperatures around it,
causing the predicted temperatures (TB6–TB9) to deviate from
the measured data. Fig. 10 shows the FDS representation of the
gaseous temperature distributions within the furnace, showing
the drastic spatial variations and concentrations in the maximum
temperatures in the regions of interest.

The most important aspect of the experiment was how the
time-dependent temperatures on the surfaces transferred to the
structural analysis. All wall temperature (Tw) parameters were
collected and put into the corresponding node locations to be the
boundaries for transient heat analysis conducted using ABAQUS.
A total of 8617 nodes were applied at boundaries. Fig. 11 shows
the temperature contours for the beam-to-column connection,
revealing that the temperatures had a continuous distribution;
thus proving that the proposed method was valid.

5.3. Comparison of the structural behavior in fire

A comprehensive FE model combined with the FDS analy-
sis, including bolts, was created to match the test conditions,
even though bolt shearing was not the primary failure model
studied in this test. The FE results were compared in terms of
time–deformation characteristic at DB4, time-rotational charac-
teristic at the connections, and the failure mode at the connec-
tions. Fig. 12 shows a comparison between the actual and predicted
failure mode at the connections. There is some local deformation
at the bottom of the flange where the beam was subjected to the
highest compressive stress. This behavior was predicted by the FE
model, as shown in Fig. 13. Shear failure on the bolts and plates
did not occur in this test, indicating that the extended beam con-
nection using bolts on the web had not significantly affected the
results.

The time–deformation and time–rotation curves for the tested
connection and the FE model that combined with the FDS
simulation, as shown in Figs. 14 and 15, were compared; and
showed reasonable agreement. Although there were a few small
differences in the runaway stage, the point at which runaway
began was nearly 24 min for both the test and the FE model. The
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(a) The distribution of gas temperature for size factor = 0.8. (b) The distribution of gas temperature for size factor = 1.2.

26242220181614121086420

(c) The development of gas temperature in different size of furnaces. (d) Comparison of the surface temperature of column at TC1.

(e) Comparison of the surface temperature of beam at TB2. (f) Comparison of the surface temperature of beam at TB3.

Fig. 17. The simulation results of the different size of furnaces.
Table 2
Temperatures (°C) gained for a steel column with 24 mm ceramic fiber blanket insulation at the 60th minute of standard fire.

FDS EC3
Temperature (°C) λp = 0.12 λp = varies with time λp = 0.12 λp = varies with time

εres = 0.2 165 154
163 149εres = 0.5 168 159

εres = 0.7 168 161
small differences may be due to the complicated arrangement of
the test, particularly with regard to the anti-torsion frame. In the
FE model, a number of nodes on the flange were restrained by
fixing their horizontal displacement, but in reality the anti-torsion
frame deformed significantly due to the failure of the fire resistant
insulation. Nonetheless, the model was still able to effectively
predict the structural behavior in fire to a reasonable degree of
accuracy. After 24 min, the strain increment had exceeded the
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(a) The slice gas temperature at the furnace center. (b) Temperature–time history of a steel column with a constant value of
λp .
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(c) Temperature–time history of a steel column with the true value of λp .

Fig. 18. Comparison of the temperature development of a steel column with the simulation results and EC3 code.
allowable value and failed to converge. Then the simulation was
terminated.

Prior to the test, there was no sufficient data for temperature
distribution on the surfaces of the model. The preliminary analysis
of the beam-to-column connection subjected to a standard fire
could be done by method (1) using gaseous temperatures as the
uniform solid phase temperatures, and (2) different design codes.
One of the famous standard fire curves is ISO 834 and the gaseous
temperature is defined as in Eq. (2).

Tg = 345 × log (8 × t + 1) + 20 (2)

where t is the heating duration in minutes.
The design code of steel structures in fire such as Eurocode

3 [18] offered an equivalent uniform temperature in the cross-
section, the increase of temperature ∆Ts in an unprotected steel
member during a time interval ∆t determined from the following
equation.

1TS =
F
V

1
ρsCS


hc


Tf − Ts


+ σεres


T 4
f − T 4

s


1t (3)

where F is the surface area of unit length of the member, V is
the volume of steel in unit length of the member. In this case, the
values of F/V were equal to 41.74 and 136.57 (m−1) of column and
beam respectively. The convective heat transfer coefficient hc was
recommended to have a value of 25W/m2 K for the standard fire.σ
is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant (5.67×10−8 W/m2 K). The value
of resultant emissivity εres has been defined in ENV 1991-2-2 and
could be taken as 0.5. Tf is the temperature in the fire environment,
and Ts is the temperature of steel. The calculation method is based
on the principle that the heat entering the steel over the exposed
surface area in a small step∆t is equal to the heat required to raise
the temperature of the steel by∆Ts assuming that the steel section
is a lumped mass at a uniform temperature.

It was very obvious that the temperature predictions on steel
by EC3 were higher than the test data on the beam and column
as shown in Fig. 16. The result of preliminary analysis indicated
that the connections failed quickly and the runaway phenomenon
occurred at about 8 and 13 min by method (1) and (2), as shown
in Figs. 14 and 15. The result was completely different from the
test data and the analysis combined with the FDS simulation. It
is obvious that using the FEM combined with the FDS simulation
could be an effective method to analyze the behavior of structures
with beam-to-column connections in fires. On the other hand,
the results show that designing from the EC3 code is more
conservative.

5.4. The size effect of the furnace

The results from Wong [20] showed that the thermal response
of steel members in fire was affected by the compartment size.
This study adopted two different sizes of furnace to study the size
effect on temperatures of the structural steel in a standard fire.
A reduction of 0.8 times (size factor = 0.8) and enlargement of
1.2 times (size factor = 1.2) in length and width of the former
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(a) DMC.

(b) DSMC.

Fig. 19. The dimensions of DMC and DSMC simulated in the model.
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(a) The average temperatures (°C) of DMC (solid lines) and UMC (symbols). (b) The average temperatures (°C) of DSMC (solid lines) and UMC
(symbols).

Fig. 20. The average temperatures (°C) of UMC, DMC, and DSMC on TB2&3 as a function of time (minute).
virtual furnace had been modeled by using the proposed method
(Fig. 17(a) and (b)). The gas temperature meant the average
temperature of all the thermocouples which were 100 mm from
the exposed face of the steel members. The dimensions of the steel
members were all the same as those in Section 3.

The development of gas temperatures are shown in Fig. 17(c).
One can see that the development of gas temperatures are
quite close for the different size of furnaces. The solid-phase
temperatures on the surface of steel members are depicted in
Fig. 17(d)–(f). Obviously, the surface temperatures on the column
at TC1 were similar for different size factors, and so did TB2 and
TB3. Even though the distance between specimen and furnace
wall had been changed, the proper heat release rate of each
burner still led the average gas temperature to follow the ISO
834 standard fire curve. Therefore, the radiation reflects from the
surrounding material of furnace, would not be the major factor
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(a) The deflection curve varies with time. (b) The deflection curve varies with temperature.

Fig. 21. The analyzed result of the deflection curves at DB4.
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Fig. 22. The analyzed result of the rotation curves at the connection.
which influenced the development of solid-phase temperatures in
the full-scale standard fire.

5.5. Sensitivity analysis

The factors of the EC3 formula for the temperature prediction of
protected steel member were adopted for the sensitivity analysis.
A similar study was presented byWong and Ghojel [21]. A ceramic
fiber blanket with thickness 24 mm was used for insulation
material. This EC3 formula is given as follows.

1θa,t =
λPAp/V
dpcaλa

(θg,t − θa,t)

(1 + φ/3)
1t − (eφ/10

− 1)1θg,t (4)

where

φ =
cPρpdp
caρa

(Ap/V ),

cp = 820 J/kg °C, ρp = 96 kg/m3,

λp = 0.033–1.443 × 10−8θa,t + 2.875 × 10−7θ2
a,t W/m °C

ca is the specific heat of steel, cp is the specific heat of the insulation,
dp is the thickness of insulation, θa,t is the steel temperature at time
t, θg,t is the ambient gas temperature at time t, λp is the thermal
conductivity of the insulation, ρp is the unit mass of the insulation,
ρa is the unit mass of steel.

The temperature of box steel column with cross-section 600 ×

600 × 25 mm and high 4350 mm was studied. The surface
temperature of column meant the average temperature at the
typical thermocouple positions required in the ISO 834-7 standard.
In a standard fire of 60 min, the temperatures attained by the
steel column using different parameters were shown in Table 2
and Fig. 18. From Table 2 and Fig. 18, one can see that there was
not much difference in the temperature gained by the column of
the value of εres, where εres was the emissivity product of the fire
and steel member. The maximum difference surface temperature
when using FDS is only 7 °C between the result when εres =

0.7 and εres = 0.2. It showed that value of εres was not a
significant parameter when predicting the surface temperature of
a steel member through a layer of insulation. The more significant
difference in the results is the use of the temperature dependent
λp in comparison with the constant λp of 0.12. The maximum
difference surface temperature when using FDS simulation is 11 °C
and 14 °C from the calculation of EC3 formulation. From the
sensitivity analysis of this study, it had found that for insulation
with low density and low conductivity, the FDS simulation gave
reasonable results comparable to the EC3 formulation.

6. Application of the analysis of structures during fires

The proposed method was applied to investigate the response
of two beam-to-column connections with reduced beam sections
to fires, including the dog-bone moment connection (DMC) and
ductile seismic moment connection (DSMC). Except for the section
of the beams that had been cut, the arrangement of the simulation
was the same as in the model presented in Section 4. It includes
the material properties at elevated temperatures, the dimensions
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(a) The first yield region of UMC. (b) The failure mode of UMC.

(c) The first yield region of DMC. (d) The failure mode of DMC.

(e) The first yield region of DSMC. (f) The failure mode of DSMC.

Fig. 23. The first yield region occurred at the UMC, DMC and DSMC and their failure modes.
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of the model, the heating duration and loading condition. For
the convenience of comparing the result, the previous analysis in
Section 5 was called an unreduced moment connection (UMC).

6.1. The dog-bone moment connection subjected to fire

Referring to Fig. 19(a), the key dimensions for the radius cut
dog-bone [22] include the distance from the face of the column
to the start of the cut (dimension A), the length of the cut
(dimension B), and the depth of the cut (dimension C). In this case,
approximately 28% of the beam flange width was removed. The
stiffness reduction of the DMC was 10% at room temperature. A
total of 8428 nodes were attached to the surface of the DMC to
receive the boundary temperatures in FDS. Due to the section of
beam having been cut; the temperatures at sections TB2 and TB3
were somewhat different than with the UMC. The width of the
flanges was shorter and the process of heat transfer had become
quicker onDMC. It is obvious that the temperature at TB3 of DMC is
higher than those of UMCand the temperatures at TB2were similar
in Fig. 20(a).

At room temperature, the stiffness of DMC was less than for
the UMC. The temperature distribution at the cut area was higher
than at the UMC. The response of the DMC in fire may have
been weak. When the deflection at DB4 and the rotation at the
beam-to-column connection were compared (Figs. 21 and 22), the
runaway trend indicated that the behavior of DMCwas close to that
of the UMC during the fire. The time and temperature of runway
circumstance at DB4 were 24.03 min and 595 °C for the DMC,
24min and 602 °C for UMC. For the rotation at the beam-to-column
connection, the time and temperature of runway circumstance
were 24.08min and 589 °C for DMC, 23.98min and 601 °C for UMC.
Even so, the first yield region of the UMC and DMC were different,
according to the analysis results. As can be seen in Fig. 23(a) and
(c), the yield regions mainly occurred at the web of the UMC and
top flange and web of the DMC. The failure modes were local
buckling at the bottom of the flange and web buckling as shown in
Fig. 23(b) and (d). The local buckling happened at the DMC which
was further from the surface of the column than with the UMC. It
also indicated that the critical moment occurred at the section was
lower than that of the UMC. That is probably why the DMC carried
higher surface temperatures but the deflection at the beam and the
rotation at the connection were very close to the results from the
analysis of UMC.

6.2. The ductile seismic moment connection subjected to fire

The design of the DSMC referred to the Ref. [23], as shown in
Fig. 19(b), and a maximum of 30% of the width of the beam flange
was removed. The reduction in stiffness in the DSMC was 9% at
room temperature. A total of 8318 nodes were attached on the
surface of theDSMC tomeasure the boundary temperatures in FDS.
The temperatures at TB2 and TB3 of DSMC were higher than those
of UMC, as shown in Fig. 20(b). Comparisons of the temperatures
at TB2 of DMC and DSMC were quite similar. The temperature at
TB3 of DSMC was higher than that of DMC.

In Figs. 21 and22, the runaway trend indicated that the behavior
of DSMC was quite close to that of the UMC and DMC during
the fire. The time and temperature of runway circumstance at
DB4 were 23.88 min and 600 °C of DSMC. For the rotation at the
beam-to-column connection, the time and temperature of runway
circumstance were 23.92 min and 600 °C of DMC. The first yield
region of the DSMC occurred mainly at the top flange and web and
the failure modes of both were the local buckling at the bottom of
the flange and web buckling as shown in Fig. 23(e) and (f). Local
buckling also occurred at the DSMC, which was further from the
surface of the column than the UMC.
7. Conclusions

When thebeam-to-columnconnectionswere subjected to stan-
dard fires, the exposed surfaces of the models were heated with
time-dependent gaseous phase temperatures. Non-homogenous
distribution of the solid phase temperatures took place on the
surfaces of the model. Analysis combining the time-dependent
gaseous and solid phase temperatures was required. Any assump-
tion that the gaseous temperatures could be used to equate the
distribution of solid phase temperatures on the models will nec-
essarily underestimate the behavior of the beam-to-column con-
nections in fire.

In this study, the behavior of beam-to-column connections
were simulated and analyzed to illustrate a methodology for the
calculation of the time to failure in fires. Via thewall temperatures,
FDS was able to estimate the gaseous temperatures in the furnace
and surface temperatures on the model. In the gaseous phase, the
simulation results from the analysis of FDS agreed well with the
measured temperatures from the thermocouple. In the solid phase,
the predicted temperatures on the surface of the model were also
close to the measured data.

When the transient heat transfer and structural analysis
had been completed, the linear heat transfer bricks (DC3D8)
and three dimensional solid elements (C3D8I) were used to
model the beam-to-column connections. Contact behavior was
also involved, and based on the Coulomb friction law. There
was reasonable agreement between the predicted and measured
responses at the deflection and rotation in both the elastic and
plastic ranges. Furthermore, two cases were used to analyze the
dog-bone moment connection (DMC) and ductile seismic moment
connection (DSMC) when subjected to fire. By using the presented
methodology with a virtual furnace, it was possible to predict the
solid phase temperature distribution on the DMC and DSMC. Due
to the fact that the flanges were narrower and the heat transfer
was quicker, the temperatures on the reduced beam sections were
higher than those before cutting the beam. Even for the sections
of the beams that had been cut the stiffness reduced nine to
ten percent at room temperature, and the behavior of the DMC
and DSMC of the beam deflection and rotation in the connection
approached that of the behavior of unreduced beam sections
(UMC) in fires. The reduced beam-to-column moment connection
couldwithstand a fire of similar intensity compared to that of UMC.

The methodology presented in this study enhances the
capabilities of computational methods used to study the effects of
various steel members/connections in fires.
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